Adopt by Appointment

As our region begins to reopen during the COVID-19 pandemic, the AWLA is committed to keeping our staff and community safe while still finding homes for animals in need.

While we continue to be open by appointment only to prevent the spread of COVID-19, we offer both virtual and in-shelter animal visiting opportunities for adopters.

Virtual Meet-and-Greet

Schedule an appointment to meet with any two of our adoptable animals through Zoom! Our adoptions team will introduce you to the animals you are interested in adopting over video and answer any questions you might have. Learn more about our virtual adoption process HERE.
In-Shelter Visiting

Schedule an appointment to visit with adoptable animals at the Vola Lawson Animal Shelter. We are limiting adopters to one family at a time in our shelter to allow for safe physical distancing and to give our team time to clean between visitors. Learn more about setting up an in-shelter appointment HERE.
Adoptable Animals

We schedule our adoption appointments up to 72 hours in advance to make sure adopters can sign up to visit with our currently adoptable animals. To see our up-to-date list of who is looking for their future family, click HERE.